CD contents

The attached CD contains the file eflib. for which isaprogram library for
use in various applications of the ef-based methods. The file collects both the
directly accessible subroutines described in the book and the ones which are
called intemally by these. All subroutines were written in FORTRAN-95 and
commented.
The subroutines described in the book (in alphabetic order), their purpose and
the page number where they are presented are as it follows:
CENC 1

- quadrature of a product of functions by ef-based

extended rule.
CGEBASE - computation ofthe functions 'Tls(Z), -1 ~ 8 ~ 6,
for given double complex Z.
CGEBASEV- computation ofthe functions 'Tls(Z), -1 ~ 8 ~ nmax,
for given double complex Z and integer nmax.
EFDER
- ef-based numerical differentiation.
EFEXTQS - coefficients of the ef-based extended quadrature rule
with symmetric abscissas.
EFGAUSS - weights and abscissas for the ef-based Gauss-Legendre
quadrature rule with 1 ~ N ~ 6 points.
EFGQUAD - quadrature with the ef-based Gauss-Legendre rule
with 1 ~ N ~ 6 points.
EFINT
- ef-based two-point interpolation of a function.
EFNUM
- coefficients of various ef-based versions of the method
ofNumerov.
EFQNS
- weights of the ef-based quadrature rule with
non-symmetric abscissas.
EFQS
- weights of the ef-based quadrature rule with symmetric
abscissas.
EF4STEP - coefficients ofvarious ef-based versions ofthe
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symmetric four-step method for y" = f(x, y).
GEBASE - the same as CGEBASE for given double precision Z.
GEBASEV - the same as CGEBASEV for given double precision Z.
REGSOLV - numerical solution of the linear system Ax = b
with one block of functions for the coefficients.
REGSOLV2- numerical solution of Ax = b with two blocks
of functions for the coefficients.
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The following subroutines (also in alphabetic order) are called internally by the
previous ones: CINFFl, CINFF2, CINFG 1, CREGLIS, DCLUDEC, DCLUSBS,

DCREGBL, GSYST, INFFENCl, INFFENC2, INFFFOUR,INFFNCl, INFFNC2,
INFGENCl, INFGFOUR, INFGNCl, INFGNC2, LUDEC, LUSBS, REGBLOCK,
REGLIS.
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Critical values, 82-83, 89, 111-112, 125, 137-138
Divided differences, 18
Error
classical version, SO
exponential fitting version, 49
leading term lte, 50
Extended quadrature rules with predetermined
abscissas, 1OS
integration of a product of functions, 118
subroutine for, 118
symmetric abscissas, 106
subroutine for, 114
Filon's formulae, 2
Flow chart, 66
Four-step methods for second-order ODEs
subroutine for, 212
various versions, 211
Functions 17s ( Z)
definition, 58
properties, 59
subroutines for, 6~4
Gauss-Legendre rule, 39, 121
subroutines for, 133
Level of tuning P, 69
Levin's approach, 3
Methods for first order ODEs
A-stability, 162
Ao-stability, 162
A(a)-stability, 162
absolute stability, 161
region of stability, 162
zero-stability, 158
Methods for second order ODEs, 192
P-stability, 201, 209
periodicity interval, 201
primary/secondary, 209
phase fitting, 204
phase lag, 204
region of stability, 205

Newton--Cotes rule, 38, 95
extended, 106
subroutine for, 114
subroutine for, 102
Newton-Raphson iteration, 130, 172
Numerical differentiation
first derivative
ad-hoc version, 80
Iive-point formula, 83
three-point formula, 1, 28, 77
second derivative, 87
subroutine for, 90
Numerov method, 192
subroutine for, 198
version S 1o 193-194
version s2. 194
version s3. 195
Operator C
classical moments, 42
starred moment, 42
exponential fitting moments, 40
Jl.IDOment,40
starred moment, 42
Operator C
definition of, 38
Quadrature rules with predetermined abscissas, 94
nonsymmetric abscissas, 101
subroutine for, 104
symmetric abscissas, 95
subroutine for, 102
RDE, 12
characteristic polynomial of, 12
roots of, 12
linearly independent solutions of, 13
Regularization procedure, 11 , 16
subroutine for, 23, 71
Runge-Kutta methods
explicit
three-stage, 226
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Boteher tableau, 224
formulation, 223
four-stage, 227
one-stage, 226
two-stage, 226
Runge-Kutta methods
exponential-fitted
Boteher tableau, 234
embedded pair, 250
error analysis, 240
error eontrol, 246
explicit, 231
four -stage, 238
frequeney determination, 253
implicit, 261
partitioned method, 284
Simos' approaeh, 241
steplength eontrol, 246, 253
three-stage, 23 7
two-stage, 236, 271
Runge-Kutta methods
general
algebraie order, 224
eolumn-simplifying eonditions, 229
quadrature order, 230
row-sum eonditions, 224
row-symplifying eonditions, 230
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s-stage, 224
Runge-Kutta methods
implicit
Albrecht's approach, 267
Boteher tableau, 262
classical, 262
collocation, 265
linear operators, 234
order conditions, 263
specific implementation, 288
Runge-Kutta Nyström, 298
Schrödinger equation, 53,57-58,80, 146, 192,
195-196,212,215
Se1feonsistency eondition, 69-70
Simpson formula, 92
subroutine for, 102
Trapezoidal rule, 1, 100
subroutine for, 102
Two-point interpolation, 134
subroutine for, 139
Two-step bdf algorithm
exponential fitting versions of, 147
evaluation of the frequencies, 172
flexible form AEF, 169
selection of the version, 172
stepsize eontrol, 183
variable-step form of AEF, 178
function fitting version of, 186

